
What Keeps
Facility Managers
Up at Night?

According to the EPA, people spend 90% of their 
lives indoors. Those pollutant levels may be 2 to 5 
times (and occasionally more than 100 times) 
higher than outdoor levels, so FMs need to avoid 
using harmful chemicals and cost-effectively 
replace them with sustainable products and 
efficient processes, when possible.

FMs are being asked to do more with less, so 
they’re always assessing labor spend and 
determining how to improve efficiency without 
increasing costs. This includes using more 
efficient products and working with the janitorial 
staff to ensure they’re being the most productive.

FMs are expected to offer transparency into their 
practices and anticipate problems. This means 
constantly checking that products being used 
within facilities are up-to-date and safe, as well as 
avoiding outages and other problems by finding 
issues before they become a customer complaint.

Slips and falls are a major concern, with a majority 
of workers’ compensation claims attributed to 
employees slipping on floors. Additionally, a 
snowy day means deicing walkways, keeping 
parking lots clear, and cleaning up outside slush. 
FMs need to ensure floors and entryways in a 
facility are dry and safe. 

A Staples survey revealed 90 percent of workers 
come into work despite knowing they’re sick. 
Considering there are more germs on touch 
points such as office phones, desks and 
keyboards than on a toilet seat, and millions of 
germs on the average desk, FMs need to ensure 
facilities are properly cleaned.

About Staples Advantage
Staples Advantage, the business-to-business division of Staples, Inc. (Nasdaq: SPLS), serves organizations of 20 or more employees up to the Fortune 1000, helping them make more happen with more 
products, greater cost savings and improved ordering  efficiencies. Staples Advantage provides its customers,  including global businesses, local, state and federal government, healthcare organizations and 
educational institutions, with a one source solution featuring comprehensive products and services like office supplies, technology, printing, promotional products, furniture and facility supplies, along with a 
customized level of account support and best-in-class customer service. More information is available at www.staplesadvantage.com.

A well-functioning building typically has an underappreciated champion ensuring everything runs smoothly: a facility manager (FM). You may not realize 
it, but facility managers spend most of their time thinking about keeping building occupants safe, healthy, and happy, while complying with strict 
industry regulations. Here are some of the biggest concerns for facility managers, and why they deserve a big “thank you!”


